
Legal Regulation of Research using Human
Genetic Material
This comment explores the legal dimensions
of removing, storing and using human genetic
material for research. In so far as virtually every
cell of our body contains DNA, all human tissues
are genetic material, not just subcellular
components such as DNA and chromosomes.
Legal regulation of this theatre is complex and
involves interweaving aspects of consent,
confidentiality and control of personal data
and, more broadly, issues relating to the legal
relationship of individuals to their, or others’,
body tissues. There is an immediate threat to
continuing research using the human tissue
archive though. In the wake of Alder Hey
and the potential impact of data protection
requirements, we have already encountered
a ‘chilling’ effect on research using residual
human tissues at various UK centres.

Living persons may donate tissue specifically for
research and such consent would permit removal,
storage and use of the tissue for such ends
(its absence would be a battery). Where the
tissue was initially removed as an aspect of a
therapeutic, surgical procedure, much of which
would generally be discarded anyhow (‘surplus’
tissue), consent to the removal would remain
valid even where the tissue was later used for
research regarding which the patient was
unaware. The subsequent storage and use, for
research purposes, would not necessarily be
permissible however, as the patient would still
be entitled to control the utilisation of that tissue.
This was the view expressed in the Interim
Operational and Ethical Guidelines issued by the
Medical Research Council1, which considered that
such use of tissues should be legally conceived of
as a ‘gift’ (even though English law is vague as
to the potential for property rights to exist in the
‘source’ of human tissue). It rejected adoption
of the notion of a patient being taken to have
abandoned such tissue for all purposes, at least
as regards new samples, despite its employment
in the Nuffield Council Report on Human Tissue:
Ethical and Legal Issues2 (relying inter alia on the
decision of the Supreme Court of California in
Moore v Regents of the University of California3).
It is anyhow not an especially persuasive notion in
this context, with respect to materials capable of
being used for genetic research where the patient
was wholly unaware of such prospective use.
The MRC Guidelines advised vis à vis consent,
that ‘The special sensitivity of the public with
regard to genetics research should always be
taken into account. There are certain types of
genetic research which currently give rise to
particular concern, for instance that relating
to personality or intelligence. It is particularly
important that specific consent is obtained to
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use samples in these or other areas of research
likely to cause special concern’.

By virtue of its sensitivity and specificity, genetic
information contained within human biological
tissue is necessarily referable to a person’s
‘private and family life’ and thus within the scope
of Article 8 of the European Convention on Human
Rights. Consequently, the use or disclosure of
such material or data without an individual’s
consent could constitute an actionable breach
by way of the Human Rights Act 1998, although
Article 8 is subject to compromises in the
interests of other individuals or society as a whole
(in Article 8(2)). The MRC Guidelines, however,
state that ‘It is important to distinguish between
the [tissue] samples themselves and the data or
intellectual property derived from research using
them’. Conceptually at least they are indeed
distinct. One can destroy human tissue (including
DNA) but retain the individual genetic sequence(s)
derived from it. As breach of confidentiality
relates to the disclosure of personally identifying
information to a third party by someone in whom
a duty of confidence reposes, where tissue is
anonymous in the hands of the receiving individual
there is no breach in transferring tissue or
disclosing information deriving therefrom (per
the Court of Appeal in R v Department Health,
ex parte Source lnformatics Ltd4). Thus, the
problems arise where tissue has not had all
personally identifying characteristics removed
beforehand. The General Medical Council’s
guidance Confidentiality: Protecting and Providing
Information (June 2000) states: ‘Where research
projects depend on using identifiable information
or samples, and it is not practicable to contact
patients to seek their consent, this fact should
be drawn to the attention of a research ethics
committee so that it can consider whether the
likely benefits of the research outweigh the loss
of confidentiality. Disclosures may otherwise be
improper, even if the recipients of the information
are registered medical practitioners’
(http://www.gmc-uk.org/n_hance/good/secret.htm
). This ‘ethical’ guidance and endorsement by a
research ethics committee would be very
influential in, although not determinative of,
the outcome of any judicial decision relating
to a breach of confidence arising in such
circumstances.

Neither DNA nor human tissue in general is
in itself personal data within the terms of the Data
Protection Act 1998. The dichotomy between
data and human tissue breaks down, however,
where human biological samples are accompanied
by some other identifying source of information,
eg coded samples. The statute regards data as
‘personal’ where the item is capable of identifying
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a living individual in isolation or in conjunction
with other data or information in the hands of the
‘data controller’, ie an employer such as an NHS
Trust. As such, not being anonymous, it would
have to satisfy the data protection principles,
which include the duty to process personal data
*fairly and lawfully’. Because it also constitutes
‘sensitive personal data’ this would usually
mandate the need for explicit consent of the
data subject, but with regard to medical research
it is sufficient that the processing is necessary
for such purposes and is undertaken by a health
professional or someone owing an equivalent duty
of confidentiality5. However, the need to secure
consent is a general requirement under the Act
unless one could successfully contend that the
processing was necessary for the purposes of
the legitimate interests of the data controller
and would not unwarrantably prejudice the rights,
freedoms or legitimate interests of the data
subject (which might be possible with respect
to crucial research using anonymous samples).
This need not necessarily be ‘explicit’ consent
though and moreover in some instances a broad
generic consent to certain types of research might
be appropriate. But genetic research would seem
to mandate a degree of specific knowledge and
consent (eg regarding type(s) of research), as
implied in the Human Genetics Commission
consultation paper Whose Hands On Your Genes?
(2000)6.

Section 1 of the Human Tissue Act 1961 permits
the person lawfully in possession of the body to
authorise its use for therapeutic, education or
research purposes where the deceased has
expressly requested such use or where there is
no reason to believe, following the making of such
reasonable enquiry as may be practicable, that
neither the deceased nor any surviving spouse or
relative objects thereto (legislative provisions
permitting forensic and non-forensic postmortem
examinations confer no power in themselves to
remove, retain or use human samples for general
research)7. The Act might be held to be applicable
to unicellular or even subcellular material such as
DNA as opposed to tissues more generally, but it
is not aptly worded to this end (‘parts of the
body’). Failures to properly convey to relatives
what material was to be removed and for what
purposes (so that no proper belief in a lack of
objections could have been formed) was at
the heart of the Alder Hey, Bristol and other
analogous affairs. Where human material is
retained, for instance following postmortem
diagnosis, it might be argued that its holder
possesses rights to permit various other uses.
Courts have recognised property rights in body
parts by upholding a conviction for theft from
the Royal College of Surgeons based on the
application of work and skill to the anatomical
part(s) in question (dissection and preservation)8.
The Interim Bristol Inquiry Report however
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considered that proprietary rights do not vest in
a pathologist simply by virtue of the tissue being
fixed, and that any further rights to authorise its
use per se expire once the initial purpose of
removal and retention has been satisfied9.
An absence of belief of any objection would
consequently be a pre-requisite to any such
further usage. Although the Redfern Inquiry
Report (http://www.rlcinquiry.org.uk) suggested
a more liberal attitude towards wax slides/blocks
and the Royal College of Pathologists has
endorsed research on residual anonymised tissue
without specific agreement, the latter also
recognised that the provision by pathologists
of retained tissue for use for genetic tests raised
specific issues and problems10.

There are self-evident problems arising from
the above with regard to existing pathological
archival material potentially available for research,
including genetic research, where no consent
was originally solicited for such use. Such tissue
samples typically become part of the patient’s
medical records and so, as regards living patients,
become subject to the 1998 Act11. The HUGO
Ethics Committee
(http://www.nhgri.nih.gov/ELSI/) states that
‘Respect for the person and for the family can
be facilitated and ensured by avoiding the use
or transmission of identifiable samples wherever
possible’. But whilst this would avoid many
potential problems and objections, even the
process of anonymisation (contrary to the
decision of the Court of Appeal in ex parte Source
lnformatics Ltd, above) seemingly constitutes
‘processing’ within the 1998 Act, thereby
attracting its provisions, although where material
was collected before the statute came into force
the Information Commissioner may be circumspect
in applying the legislation too stringently. As
regards existing tissue collections the MRC and
Royal College of Pathologists Guidelines endorse
research on anonymised samples. It would,
however, be a prudent course to implement a
general publicity campaign to make the public
aware that tissue may be held following a
previous procedure, and to create a mechanism
for recording any potential objections to the use
of such tissue for research purposes. Individually
(re)contacting all patients with archived tissue is
simply not feasible. Of course all such research
projects would need research ethics approval
which adds another ‘protective layer’. As regards
prospective removals, an ongoing dialogue with
patients needs to be developed generally with
regard to surplus tissue for potential research
even after death, including details of potential
forms of genetic research in particular.
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De Montfort University
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